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l. Some methodological remarks
 

‘The analysis of the development of Hungarian prices

was undertaken on the basis of price indices concerning which

agreement was reached by the Danubian experts (See description

of the composition of Hungarian price indices). The indices pre-

senting wholesale prices as a rule proved to comprise about

75-80% of the totalvolume of trade in the given section of

prices and certain arcup indices containing mostly even a higher

percentage.

With regard to the computation of the indices, it might

be observed briefly here that mathematical averages were used and

weighting was applied only where the group index was composed of

prices, showing great disparity, as, for instance, in the gene.

eral wholesale ‘index and in the group indices of agricul-

tural and industrial products.

The weighting will prove that the character of our

wholesale eal index 1%determined = especially at short

interval fluctuations - by the agricultural prices, as those

were welghted more carefully than all the others. (See Fig. X.)

The baste or the рифсе indices - the year 1926 - chosen

by the Danubian Expert Commission proved to be a basis not mere-

ly of one adhoc price constellation but of a price constella-

tion which repeated itself in 1929, in which a certain continuity

manifests itself. A comparison between the series of 1926 and

1929 illustrates this similarity, though we can notice certain

logs in 1929.

 



NN A 926 19
Prices determined byhome market conditions: 100.0 108.4

Prices of agricultural Eroducta api 100.0. 107.0

Wholesale prices: Se oy جا 10040 105.51

Free prices | 100.0 102.4

Inflexible prices | 200.0 102,5

Producers goods ض 100.0 101.9

Frices of industrial protasts | 100.0 | 97.2

etc, | | ض

Thus, 1928 can be considered as a particularly suita-

ble basis for Hungary, the more so since even prices, for which

the data are inadequate in 1929 but are available for and after

1929, can be indexed and analysed. (See Fig. VI.).
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IT. General Review
 

We have undertaken the 301017818 of the development of

prises with due oconsideration or ile internal and the external

 Price-determining Joster, which proved to have about equal im-

portance in their effect on prices. Thoda the 236309601766

between internal and external nico =Aoterminino factors may vary,

it is obvious that under the present monetary system, which is

still based on a connection with ola, a continuous contact exists

between the internal and theU external markets and,

consequently, between Hungarian and world market prices. The

means of determinstion de not lacking even in the strictest iso-

lation. mus, the greater part of the internal prices are рес-

at the Pauli of two principal components.

3. the conditions ruling on the internal markets, and

Da the effect of theteid iris. $

in our analysis we shall, in the first place, endeavours



show the changes in the structure of prices. Yn view of the fact.

however, that the majority of consumers te constituted by the

agricultural population, special attention was paid to the real

mansos in the purchasing power of agriculture.

The shape of prices is always influenced by the markets

of Superohe GEDEкосе то the destes of the relative impor-

tance of these markets. In the case of Hungary, the markets of

the neighbouring countries were of special importance in respect

of certain raw materials such as, for instance, timber imported

from: Austria, Rumania, Yugoslavia and Gzechoslovakia, petrol

products. or maize imported from Muonio بل seinln

ished rege the markets of atten and Czechoslovakiawere of

importance. In view of the general interdependence of prices,

obviously.also the more distant marketsexercisedtheir influence,

directly or indirectly, on the developmentcfHungarian prices.

Especially theDAA markets and the Northern German

and Duteh ports Gete mined the prices of industriel raw mater-

ials and of a considerable part,‘of ouragricultural0

Since the sionetiva de the Rôme- rekel if 1934,Anal Italian

and Austrian markets gained in importance, especially with re-

gard to wheat prices which were raised bythe subsequent agree-

ments. 4 т | |

For the purpose of comparison of the movement of domes-

tic prices with world market prices, the British prices appear

(1)
to be the most: suitable in view of ‘their general Importance.

 Tr - بيسي—-—

1) It might be mentioned that the Hungarian pengo was stabilised
{nthe middle of 1924 on the 'basis of the round sterling and
followed the, rise in the gold value of the latter until 1925
when the pound feturned to’the'pre-war gold parity. This re-
inforced the deflationary process of the stabilisation reriod.



The tendency of Hungarian prices in the last ten years

followed rather closely that represented by the British wholesale

trade index in which the world! smarket prices are reflected.

(Fig. I.1. In ve of the connection between Hungarian and Inter-

national ricos, the trend of British prices was easily recognisa-

bie in the movements of the Hungarian general price~index. In the

y Ta
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case of commodities, the prices of which were directly dependent

ori the Anglo-Saxon world markets, the lesser fluctuations also made

onseïues felt, for ‘instance, in prices. of certain industrial raw

materials, like cotton (Fig. IL.), which Geary shows this paral-

tel mcvement..
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Liverpool, in ماشضد—=,5

It might be observed incidentally that the majority cf

the prices payable to producers of raw materials of such pro-

ducts in which State intervention plays a part, such as, for in-

Stance, sugar beet and flax seais, etes, are fixed in accordance

with world market prices.

On the other hand, there are commodities, the prices

of which, chiefly since 1931, were formed more or less indepen-

dently of the world price quotations, owing to the various arti-

ficial price elements, (taxes, excises, public price rarticipa-



tion, elements of monopoly profit, tariff protection, etc). Such

was the case, for instance, with mineral oil products, as the fol-

lowing table shows:-

Heavy benzine:
 

fob Constantza sh/ton. loco Budapest pengo/q.
  

1927 106,0 . 118016

1928 103.5 , 97,9

1929 99و a, | 91.5

1930 ME o Ege

1931 : 88.0 Adal Til! TAR FO

1958 | TANDA. | -. Mos

836 اا в 59.0 | 112,0

1934 40.5 | 97.5

1935 59, C 6 .(

1936 49.0 108.5

— The same was the case with prices-of industrial products,

manufactured mainly from foreign raw material, which showatendency

0strongly divergent from the industrial prices of the world market:-

Pricesof industrial products
(mostly semi-manufactured goods)

1926 = 100
pp

 

 

 

on the world market x) in Hungary

ingold |

1926 + 200.0 100,0 in curr. pengo=in gold

1927 | 81.5 | 101.7 " В

1928 Зо ide 101.5 "oo: Te

1929 84 „4 GD n ل

1930 y : 71.1 ; 90.1 1" tt

1931 i "53,6: < 83,1 ee TA



1933

1934

1936

4340 80.1 in curr.pengo=in golé

""76.141.2

"177.538.4

العلا7047""

40.8<...84.0لا"

This discrepancy is even more manifest in. the .case of

finished Industrial products. It may be noticed, however, that

in export relations these industrial prices were generally cur-

tailed: to the level which corresponds to the general competitive

conditions. ,. tes si

It is also to be noticed that the inlandprices of

agricultural produce followedfor the most part the average tenden-

cy of the world market. But articles for which the export is

less important show a specific price fluctuation, determined by

the conditions of the inland market.

The most suitable way seems to be to proceed with a

chronological analysis of prices, since the nature of the chang-

ing price

of income

distorted

constellations and their effects on the distribution

can in time be observed so long as the picture is not

by lags. Such a review appears to be more adequate

for our purpose than an analysis of different groups of prices.

 

We have made the chronological study of prices accord-

 

ing to the indices of sensitive prices and prices of producers

goods, which, containing a larger amount of foreign elements re-
w $

act more quickly to foreign influences. Threeperiods manifest

themselves: 1925-29, the period of favourable price boom, 1950-

33, the period of the price slump and from 1933, elevation from

the slump , (Wie. II),
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111. Price-movement ofthe pericds under review
1925-1929

Numerous causes were responsible for the development of

the 1925-29 boom and for the:divergencies from the trend of

world market prices,

tuation in prices in Central Europe was general,

It car be ascertained that this fluc-~

especially

wlth regard to the prices of agrarian produce, raw materials

and semi-manufactured goods.

under study belongs to these groups.

The bulk of Hungarian prices:

This price movement was



sustained also by industrial protection, the rapid gffect of tariff

on the development of cartels and the relatively high purchasing

Power of the agricultural population. In addition, in this period

heavy capital imports took place, which all contributed to the rais-

ing of the price level. . This is proved by the connection between

capital imports and the formation of wholesale prices:-

  

 

Capital movements Index of wholesale prices
+.LEeNgos | | gy

1925 | PEа E Base

1926 * + 04,000,000: | 100.00

1927 + 595,600 000 ee + mo

ions A 259,900,000 с к i tein

1950 + Le ل > НН

1950 - 49,000,000 81.28

Hungarian prices of producergt’'goods.were during the

period, in tendency at least; similar to.world market prices.

The movement of prices.of agricultural produce shows a

contrary Oven to the material yield of agricultural produc-

tion and was followed by the movement of the agrarian scissors,

as illustrated by Fig. IV. This phenomenon seems to be caused

morePid the particular nature of the elasticity of demand for Hun-

garian goods in general and by the rigidity of SUNDAY, than by

world market prices. As the volume of our agricultural produce

 

between 1926-28 was comparatively unf لاو the inland prices

of agricultural products говв, оф, and even uahigher degree

than the quantitativeEE in produce, so that on the whole the

country's consumption power increased with ño atada de augmenting

the volume of the circular process of PGE on and LonSimio

and ‚naturally, Prices +well. In a ETENGenee, tHe movement

aid notdisturb the relative oere. for in 1929 practically
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the same price constellation presented itself as in 1926. The

relative high level of industrial prices, however, could not be

‚considered healthy in spite of this relabido equilibrium, since

it caused, an increase in the costs of agricultural production

(particularly if we take into consideration the fact that these

industrial brices started from a high level in 1925). Agrarian

interests stressed at the time that although the ratio of the

exchange of agricultural and industrial goods was relatively ad-

‘

vantageous, agricultural rentability was unsatisfactory in com=-



0

parison not only with pre-war conditions, but also with the years

following the war. The price scissors was favourable to agri-

‘ : Xen.
culture in the former Austro-Hungarian monarchy, (Fig. V.), and

у.

Wholesale prices
 

Austro-Hungarian lionarchy
 

1867/77=100

 

 

 

 

   
 

           

 

Agricultural products,se

“ov هيي ee اح Industri~l products,

Austria and Czechoslovakia were able to maintain it nearly un-

changed after the dissolutionof the monarchy, but Hungary was

unable to do so.

Owing to the unfavourable. economic circumstances, Hun-

gary had to adopt an economic policy of industrial development,

having lost the advantages of her.former agricultural markets,

——— a a à ow a =

x) See Professor W, Heller; Price Formation andNationalW ©
in "Hungarian Economic Review" 1934, 8
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having relatively a considerable dénsity of population and having

retainedmore:industrialapparatus than raw materials. Since in-

dustrial capital moves according to prices or profits, in order

to encourage capital, relatively high industrial prices had to

be ensured with the help of rah tariffs, notwithstanding the

sacrifices involved. This means that it was necessary to estab-

lish, if only temporarily, an unfavourable agTarien-industrial

ratio of interchange and allow the prices of a part of our. pro-

ducts to be more or less protected, while the rest of them were

left to suffer the fluctuations of the price formation in. the

world market. The consequénces ofthis will be discussed later

on. 5 ض

1930-1933

Baminalng With 1930, Hungary was obliged to face a dif-

ficult struggle for maintenance of ker reconstructed economic life,

The prices of her export goods, which govern the home market of

agricultural. produce and the main items of national incomes, fell

very rapidly, being flexible free prices, while the prices of in-

dustrial products, being less flexible and only partly influenced

by the cheapening of industrial raw materials, declined much less.

Price scissor betweenagricultural and industrial prices:
 

 

 

  

1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933

120.3. 109.9 86:5 95,9 95.9 ‚ 74.9

It must be mentioned that the index of the real exchange

rate is more unfavourable to agriculture, the prices of agricul-

tural pending being lower in the mcnths, when the producers throw

them on the market, than during the rest of the year. . In times of

Stiles. depression this effect is even more pronounced.

Owing to the opening of the, agrarian scissors, the agra-
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‘rian population's purchasing power decreased and, although this

enforced some decline in industrial prices, it nevertheless led

to a contraction of industrial production and deterioration in

the antigipation of capital invested in industry. Hence, a de-

cline in prices of industrial products was made more difficult

since the burden of overhead costs was increased by the contrac-

tion of production.

To illustrate the serious character of the agricultur-

al dénresien especially the rapidity of the fall in prices

which rendered adaptation very difficult if not impossible, we

quote the following data:-

Agriculturalpricesض
gean

а) 1985 11. A
 

1930 XII, 71.9 fall of 54.3 points or 45,17

b) 193%. TIT. . 84.9

1955 Хх. о, 48.9 fall of 38 points or 428 4%

À fall in prices reaching twice in short intervals

almost 50% of the prevailing price~level . obviously caused such

changes and dientions that State intervention. was inevitable.

The Stnonnlal and foreign exchange difficulties after

19531 enhanced ‘his detrimental tantoncy of prices. The cessa-

tion of capital imports, the repayuent offoreign. credits and

difficultiesof exports had a deflationary effect on the al-

ready deelining price~level, The falling of the prices of cur

export commodities contributed to the worsening of the terms of

trade (export prises at frontier divided by import prices at.

frontier).

   

1928 1928 M1930 1971 1932 193:den . © —— ———]—:

Terms of Trade я 107 „8 102.8 101,6 95,6 98,0 87.2.



To improve the exchange rate of sports the introduc-

tion. of devaluation could not be considered, owing to the economic

and especially the credit structure of the country, and in view

of the conséquences of the unfortunate experiments during post-

war inflation. The restoration of the equilibrium of the inter-

nal price-level was, therefore, sought by other means. Industrial

prices were lowered as far as possible by a price supervision by

the State, and the prises of ARTSOULtUTE were raised by various

subsidies. In addition, the provisionof raw materials caused

censtgerunie sicriquities: rhone ofroumstantes led to a compli-

cated syste of controlled foreign Trade, which, whilst safeguard-

ing the economic interests of the country, gradually adjusted the
>

 

de facto depreciation of the pengo to the foreign currencies in

which the international trade accounts of the country had to be

settled, so that from the end of 1935 the National Bank pays about

507 premium on convertible exchanges, which corresponás to a de-

Preciation of 33.3%. |

During thisTE period, export prices moved again

unfavourably to the country, but the nevenent was not transmitted

fullyto the home market , especially in industrial commodities,

since the relative size of the tariff protection increased in the

case of tariffs expressed, not in percentages, but in absolute num-

bars of gold currency units. International competitive prices be-

cameonly partly effective and the agrarian scissor was in many

respects even increased by the growth of cartels which were trying

to protect invested capital. Though the arto commissionand the

price analysis commission exercised a steadying effect on prices,

the fall of inflexible prices was’ fdr behind that of agricultural
+

»

prices, as is shown in the following table:-



1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933

   

 

Inflexible prices 104.4 102.3 97.6 I7:5-: 97,0. 95,4

Agrarian prices 122,4 10740: -77,9 79,8 76.6 56.9

Such unfavourable circumstances led to mass insolvency

of the already over-indebted landed proprietors and farmers and

then to measures for the protection of their holdings. This

legal protection was assuming a more and more soeial-political

character.

; The Government endeavoured to improve market prices

for agrarian produce Dy means of 'g premium, the so-called

"Boleta" (mheat=ticket) system. This system, however, came in-

to eisten too late and the premium could not be high enough

to ccmpensate for the production advantages enjoyed by wheat-

producing oversea countries, advantages which exist despitehigh-

er transport costs. The Boletta premium was added to the consu-

ners! prices, as 1t was superimposed on the turncverstax on flour

The. consequence Was that though the corn prices Tell, the fiour

prices decreased in a comparatively small measure.

  

Wheatprice ”0147price
asan index

1926 100.0 100.0
1927 ен ula
1988 98,0 | 85.0
dono -: 0.0... 75.0
1930 el: Una
seu He “41.0 | 64.0
10880 ° , 42.0 أ Ren
1933 а 58.0. 64 „С
This tax, in addition to other constan and turn-

‘over taxes, made living expenses more murdentous and included cer
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tain secondary elements in the formation of prices, which in-

creased theproduction costs of industries and thus their selling

prices. It thertby had exactly the opposite effect from that or-

iginally intended.” The raising of the turnover ana consumption

taxes in this period was rendered necessary by the budget which

could not be balanced in consequence of the rapid decline of direct

tax returns.

  

The Hungarian price-level was finally divided, so to

   ———[
speak, into two sections:- theprices of export goods which fol-

lowed the fall in worldmarket prices, and the prices of home mar-
 

 

 

 

 

 

ket goods, especially theindustrial products which were maintain-

ed on a relativelyhigher levelunder tariff protection by an in-
oe   

dustry working to meethome requirements. The maintenance and even

raising of industrial prices was stimulated by the system of ex-

change restrictions, introduced after 1931, Wiich weighed heavily

on raw materials and semi-manufactured goods. The favourable in-

dustrial price-scissors of pre-war days (in 1913:127.8; or even

he! 1058 position = ‘100, 1938794 #5) ccnid. mot Ve regained, aha the

wide agrarian scissors governed the items of national income and

rendered a rise in the standard of living more difficuilts

Nevertheless, the slump had induced a certain rational-

isation of production both in industry and agriculture. Unfortu-

nately, however, in the present economic situation, production

costs of agriculture could hardly be reduced without a decline in

the standard of living of the agrarian population. Apart from cer-

tain adjustments and changes, which took place especially in the

production of export goods, there was neither time nor capital avail

able to switch over on a large, scale to new from old production

methods. Industry, on the other hand, was ableto carry out impor



tant reductions in production costs, As a result of this certain

industrial prices fell in spite of the tariff protection. (Fig.

VI.). “This was promoted’ by the décline in raw material prices,

and was the only means to raise the declining consumption, and

to make use of the capacities of domestic industry.

1933-1936

Beginning with 1933, signs of price recoverywere

noticeable also in Hungary, chiefly as a result of external

„causes. Afterthe so-called Boletta- system had been abolished,

‚the Government guaranteed certain minimumpricés for cereals to

c
t

I 00

ب
roducers but the application ofthe néwsystem of price

stabilisation was superseded by the rise in prices:

VI.
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The Rome Protocol provided for the sale of Hungarian

: 210013015 especially of corn, at higher prices. The general rise

in prices was assisted by the Slow disappearance of stocks of pro-

ducers Cols that had accumulated in years of over-production, by

the renewal of worn-out installations and by the growing demand

in various countries for materials sheet for rearmament pur-

poses. Naturally, the revival manifested itself first of all in

ciasticnrisas. Fig. VII.). Towever, as a result of the firm-

ness of raw material ete and the trend inindustrial costs, the

prices of industrial products also showed a rising tendency, where-

by a substantial improvement in the agrarian scissors continued

VI
Hungary.
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to be hindered. On the other hand, certain cartel prices remain-

ed unchanged and this meant some advantage to agriculture during

the general rise in prices.

In the meantime, with the application of the exchange

premium policy, an almost complete adjustment of the exchange

parities was practically achieved, at least betweenthe pound

sterling and the pengo. (Fig. VIII., Fig. TL...

VIII,
Hungary.
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“The general scope ofthe movemeñt of prices (see whole-

sale general index ‘and agrarian prices, Fig. X.), reflects the

fluctuation of agrarian production. This is obviously of inter-
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nal origin and is due to the eomende=-occtrarhical postiten of

Hungary. Since the movement of Hungarian prices depends decis-

ively upon the agrarian prices, the volume of agricultural рго-

duction nearly always inversely reflected the price of fluctua-

tions. (See Fig. IV.). The sents iviness fine دفة

prices and agrarian prices results fromtheflexible connection

between the production andthe supply price... This sensitiveness

is increased by: the export 11113011388 The Avent in agri-

culture م practically’ unchangeable under given supplyconditions.

10756 the Volume determines the movement of prices. with res-

pect to shorter 211356108430115In view of the fact that agricul-

tural price tnaloes. nies only À part. determined by the prices of

world market goods, such as wheat and maize, the particular sur-

ply and demand souditicns 01 other certera produce, such as

cattle, poultry and dairy produce, seem to have been also unfav-

ourable,

In industry, the stress is on the price sustained by

tariff protection, consequently, its calculation is more active

than that of Baiete. This fact’ is borne out by the more

or less parallel changeof prices between: industrial productich?

and prices of industrial produsts. (Fig. Ie |

From the point of vien of priceflexibility, the steady

character of the prices. of consumers goods. and of living costsare

of interest. (Fig. XII. Yo This figure reflects also’ to a certain

extent the exploitation of the inelastic demand of consumption.

Obviously, we must Hot leave out of consideration that the effec-

tive reason for the rigid character of retail prices is” due ‘to a

considerableextent to the fixed nature of the business changes

"aadistribution costs expecialiy the increasing burdens of taxes
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and turn-cver taxes, which make themselves felt particularly

during a price depression.
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Retail prices Business margin
ratio %

1925 109.90 + 0745 - 25

1926 100.0 100.0 em

1927 ض101.6ض 97,9 ad

1928 104.7 98.4 * Ta dub

1929 | 105.5 101.6 С 4 5

1930 : 94,5 10940 E E

1651. el maten Saade aen HN

1932 387 5 Fame AID.

1933 LEom | 118.5 — 118.5

  

x) Business margin is calculated. .from:the rrices of wholesale
and retail commodities, chosen directly for this purpose.
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The gradual diminution of the dispersion of prices

(Fig. XIII.) shows the reversal of the price depression, and im-

plies. the trend of price formation, approaching an equilibrium

Lille
Hungary.

“Wholesale prices
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Dispersion of Group-indices,

of income distribution, but it does not indicate a substantial

losingof the agrarian scissors, it appears that the production

superiority of the oversea agricultural countries again influ-

em unfavourably the price situation. Some favourable pros-

pects are offered by the relative fall of certain industrial

products, which means the disruption of the hitherto somewhat

rigidly maintained industrial price-levél and also the streng-

thening of these industries through the improvement of thelr
+

productivity. This is worthy: of note, even if it is due only to



a decrease in capital charges.

To have a correct view of prices, it must be borne in

mind that the agrarian scissors have been calculated on the basis

of Budapest price quotations, whilst it would be more correct

from the point of view of income distribution to take into con-

sideration the quotient of the agrarian prices at "agrarian pro-

ducer" and the industrial prices "o.i.f. agrarian producer."

This would throw a clearer light upon the distribution of in-

comeof the agrarian population. Unfortunately, the calculation

Of such an exchange ratio would necessitate the collection of a

large number of figures and though this is in Progress, it will

still take some time - in view of its complicated nature - so

that for the present we have had to base our calculation on cer-

tain approximative figures. On the basis of such figures, the

agrarian scissors would have an even more unfavourable opening

than that calculated on the Budapest prices, and this indicates

that the economic situation of the agrarian population is even

worse than that which we had ascertained from our present price

indices.
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The Development of Hungarian Prices

  

between 1925-1936,

 

1. Some methodologicalremarks

The analysis of the development of Hungarian prices

was undertaken on the basis of price indices concerning which

agreement was reached by the Danubian experts (See description

of the composition of Hungarian price indices). The indices pre-

senting wholesale rises as a Tule proves to comprise about

25480% of the total volume of trade in the given section of

faces àand оба onesanita Genten mostly even a higher

fensantone. E fe |

With 3685740 the computation ofthe indices, it might

be observed brieflyhere that mathematical averages were used and

weightigg was applied only where the group index was composed of

prices, showing great disparity, as, for instance, in the gene.

eral wholesale index and in the group indices of agricul-

tural and industrial products, |

The weighting will prove that the character of our

wholesale general index is determined - Soph olnily at short-

interval fluctuations - by the agricultural prices, as those

were weighted more carefully than all the others. (See Fig. X.)

The basisof the price indices - the year 1926 + chosen

by the Danubian Expert Commission proved to be a basis not mere-

Ту of one adhoc price constellation but of a price constella-

tion which repeated eelt in 1929, in which a certain continuity

manifests A. Acomparison between the series of 1926 and

1929 sdiustrates this similarity, though we can noties certain

lags in 1929,



Prices determined by home market conditions: 100.0 108.4

Prices of agricultural products ض | ‚7 400.0 107.0

Wholesale prices at hd 0100.20 103.31

Free rice | 100.0 102 .4

_Inflexible prices | 409,0 102.5

Cera gods  . ih ض : 100.0 101,5

Prices of industrial produbte 5 | а 100.0 97.2
e - me Par ao

E .

Thus, 1926 canbe consideredas aparticularly suita-

bte Denis for Hungary, the more so since even prices, for whioh

the data are inadequate in 1929 but are available for and after

1929, can be indexed and analysed. (See Fig. VI.).

11. GeneralReview
 

Ne have undertaken theanalysisof the development of

prices with due toncisemabton |of the internal and the enal

price-“determining factors ‚ Which proves to have about dad. im-

i in their effect on prices. Though the respective ratio

between internal and external price-determiningfactors may vary,

it is obvious that under +the present monetary System, which is

still based on a GORDEL with gold, a continuous contact exists

between the internal and the corresponding external markets and,

consequently, between GELON and morts marée:nt chti The

means of determination are not lacking even An the strictest iso-

lation. Thus, he greater part of the internal prices are per-

manently the result of two principal ©components.

x. the conditions Fale on the internal markets, and

2. the effect of the external markets.

In our analysis we shall, in the first place, endeavourt



show the changes in the structure of prices. In view of the fact.

however, that the majority نأمعووشف ie Gonstituted by the

‘agricultural population вестей attention was paid to the rent

“changes in the purshasinestower of agriculture.

The shape of rites is always influenced by the markets

"ere and export 55005 م the degree of the relative impor-

tance of these markets. In the case of Hungary, the markets of

the neighbouring countries were of special importande in respect

of certain raw materials such. as, for instance, timber imported

from. Austria, Rumania, odB and.028610821 petrol

products or maize imported.from Rumania; in respect of semi-fin-

ished products the markets of الراجلولدوفاجومطوة were of

importance. In viewof the general interdependence of prices,

obviously also the more distant markets exercised their influence

directly or indirectly, on: the development of Hungarian prices.

Especially the Anglo-Saxon.dec markets and the Northern German

nd Dutch ponts teen, the ricosyofBNraw mater-

als andof a OMNN of our agricultural leexporta.

Since the signature “of ‘the Rome protocél im 1934, the Italian

and Austrian markets gained in importance, especially with re-

gard to wheat prices which wers Taisenbythe subsequent agree-

ments. ilk |

For the purpose of comparison of the movement of domes-

tic prices with world market prices, the British prices appear

(1)to be the most suitable in view of their general importance.

  

 

وسد_-—

 

——] دب р < a mo

1) It might be mentioned that the Hungarian pengo was stabilised
- in the middle of 1924 on the basis of the ‘pound sterling and

followed the rise in the gold value of the latter until 1925,
-when the pound ‘returned to the pre-war gold parity. This re-
inforced the deflationary process of the stabilisation period,



The tendency of Hungarian prices in the last ten years

followed rather closely that represented by the British wholesale

trade index 1 which the world's market prices are reflected.

(Fig. I.). In view of. the connection between Hungarian and Inter-

national prices, the trend of British prices was easily recognisa-

ble in the movements of the Hungarian general price~index. In the
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case of commodities, то рейсов of which Were directly dependent

on the Anglo-Saxon world markets, thelesserfluctuationsalso made

“themselves felt, for instance; in prices of certain industrial raw

materials, like“cöttom(Ff@{ II«), which clearly shows this paral-

tel movement.
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‘It might be observed incidentally that the majority cf

the prices payable to producers of raw materials of such pro-

ducts in which State intervention.plays a rart, such as, Tor in.

stance, sugar beet and flax sedis, etc., are fixed in accordance

with world market prices.

Om the ‘ather hand, there are commodities, the’ prices

cf which, chiefly since 1931, were formed more or less indepen-

dently of the world price quotations, owing to the various arti-

ficial price elements, (taxes, excises, public price participa-



tion, elements of monopoly profit, tariff protection, etc.). Such

was the case, for instance, with mineral oil products, as the fol-

lowing table shows:-

Heavy benzine:
 

 

fob Constantza sh/ton. loco Budapest pengo/q.

1987 — june B000 pel

or a Dela Ianca E

3989 a derEE ا DL

1930 a eeAO اااج ee

aOOLO ad 198.5
1932 , | ض48.5ض 11045

1935 . 39.0 112 0

1934 40.5 : 9715

1935 59.0 | | 96.C

1936 E E - 49.0 e 108.5

The same Was the case withprices of industrial products,

manufactured mainly from foreign raw material, which showa tendency

strongly divergent from the industrial prices of the world market:-

Pricesof industrial products
(mostly semi-manufactured goods)

1926 = 100
\

 

on the world market *' inHungary
in goid

1926 $+’ “00.0 - 200,0 In cu¥r. pengo=in gold

1927 a 0 07 M ном

1928 TA U "Fe: "

1929 84 .4 eBE en "

1930 1 0,3 м "

1951 55,4 0 мо. "



1932 43.3 80.1 in curr.pengo=in gol

19383 41.2 76.1 " "

1934 28.4 77,5 " "

1935 39.2 79.7 " "

1936 40.5 84,9 — "

This discrepancy is even more manifest in the case of

finished industrial products. It may be noticed, however, that

in export relations these industrial. prices were generally cur-

tailed tothe level. which correspohds to the.general competitive

conditions. a

aldo £5 be noticed that the inland prices ofلو

agricultural produce follmwai for the most part. the average. tenden=-

cy of the world market. But articles for which the export is

less important show a specific price fluctuation, determined by

the conditions of the inland market. -

The most suitable way seems to be to proceed with a

chronological analysis of prices, since the nature of the chang-

ing price constellations and their effects on the distribution

of income can in time be observed so long as the picture is not

distorted by lags. Such a review appears to be more adequate

for our purpose than:an analysis of different groups of prices.

We have made the chronological study of prices accord-

ing to the indices of sensitive prices and prices ofproducers

goods, which, containing a larger amount of foreign elements re-

act more quickly to foreign influences. Three periods manifest

themselves* 1925-29, the period of favourable price boom, 1930-

3%, the periódof the 07466 aná “rom 1935, elevation from

the slump. (Fig, TEL.

4
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III. Price-movement of the periods under review
1925-1929
 

Numerous causes were responsible for the development of

‘the. 1925-29 boôm and forthe Aivorgensiesfrom the trend of

world market prices, IL can bé 55061551058 this fluc-

tuation in prices in’ Central Europe was general, especially

with regard to the prices of agrarian produce, raw materisis

and semi-manufaótured goods. The bulk of Hungarian prices

under study belongs to these groups. This price movement was



sustained also by industrial protection, the rapid effect of tariff

on the development of cartels and the relatively high purchasing

power of the agricultural population. In addition, in this period

heavy capital imports took place, which all contributed to the rais-

ing of the price level. This is proved by the connection between

capital imports and the formation of wholesale prices:-

  

сарзфат movements Index of wholesale prices
. Pongog :

1925 MITo1" sags

MO... CA MaeLN we
1927 + 393,800,000© » 1.1 21208

1928 > E 259,900,000 ضض 116.10

1929 a -" 1,000,000 oo : Ee

1930 ‚= 49,000,000 81.28

. Hungarianprices of producers?’goods were during the

period, in ‘tendency at least, similar to world market prices.

+ “Imé movement of prices of agricultural produce shows a

contrary movement Le thi tetental yield of agricultural produc-

tion and was followed by the movement of the agrarian scissors,

as illustrated by Fig. IV. This phenomenon seems to be caused

more by the particular nature of the elasticity of demand for Hun-

gerien goods in general and by the riglaity of supply, than by

world market prices. As the volume of our agricultural produce

 

between 1026-28 was comparatively unfavourable, the Inland prices

of agricultural products rose, too, and ever in a higher degree

than the quantitative decrease in produce, so that on the whole the

country's consumption power increased Wien ae effect of zugmentina

the volume of the circular process of Production and consumption

and, naturally, prices aswell. In 5 certain sense, the movement

did not disturb the relative equilibrium, for in 1929 practically
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and industrial wrices, 19206 S= ICC

the same price constellation presented itself as in 1926. The

relative high level of industrial prices, however, could not be

considered healthy. in spite of this relative equilibrium, since

it caused an increase in the costs of agricultural production

(particularly if we takeinto consideration thefact that these

industrial prices started from a high level in 1923). Agrarian

interests stressed at the time that although the ratio of the

exchange of agricultural and industrial goods was relatively ad-

vantageous, agricultural rentability was unsatisfactory in com-



parison not only with pre-war conditions, but also with the years

following the war. The price scissors was favourable to agri-
”oie : x)

culture in the former Austro-Hungarian поратсйу, Fig. Y.), ana

Ya

Wholesale prices

. Austro-Hungarian Ilonarchy

1867/77=100:
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Austria and Czechoslovakia were able to maintain it nearly un-

changed after the dissolution of themonarchy, but Hungary was

unable to do so...

Owing to the unfavourable economic circumstances, Hun-

. gary had to adopt aneconomic pelicy.of industrial development,

having lost the advantages. of her. former:agricultural markets,

—— —_— — ei

x) See Professor W. Heller: Price Formation and National |Velfare,
in "Hungarian Economic Review" 193%, "”:
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having relatively a considerable density of population and having

retained more industrial apparatus than raw materials. Since in-

dustrial capital moves according to prices or’ profits, in order

to encourage capital, relatively high industrial prices had to

be ensured with the help of high tariffs, notwithstanding the

sacrifices involved. This means that it was necessary to estab-

lish, if only temporarily, an unfavourable agrarian-industrial

ratio of interchange and allow the prices of a part of our pro-

ductsto ре more or less protected, while the restof them were

left to suffer the fluctuations of TAR micart in the

world market: The consequences of this will be aiedissbd” Tater

on.

1950-1955

Beginning with 1930, Hungary was obliged to face a dif-

ficult struggle for naintenonse of her reconstructed economic life.

The prices of her export goods, which govern the home market of

agricultural Produce and the main items of national incomes, fell

very rapidly, being flexible free prices, while the prices of in-

dustrial products, being less flexible and only partly influenced

by the cheapening of industrial raw materials, declined much less.

Price scissor between agrioutture and industrial prices:
ann 

1928 ‘ 1929 ‘1950 10 13328 21923

   

 

156.5" 100.0 86,5 “05,9 “gue! e.

It must be mentioned that the index of the real exchange

rate is more unfavourable to agriculture, the prices of agricul-

tural produce being lower in the months, when the producers throw

them on the market, than during the rest of the year. In times of

price depression thiseffect’is even more TORUNS ERA

Owing to the opening od the agrarian ‘Scissors, the agra-



rian population's,purchasing power decreased.and, although this

enforced some decline in industrial prices, it nevertheless led

to a contraction of industrial production and deterioration in

the anticipation of capital invested in industry. Hence, a de-

cline in prices of industrial products was made more difficult

since the burden, of overhead costs was increased by the: contrac-

tion of production,

To. illustrate the serious character of the agricultur=

al depression, especially the rapidity of the. fall in prices

which rendered adaptation wery difficult if not: impossible, we

quote the following data:

 

Agriculturalprices.
Aram

a} 1985 Ihe : 126.2 ض

1950. File. | 7449: fall of 54.3 points or 43,1%

bY 3952 TEL... e 84.9.

19055. 12% "© - 48.9. .. - fall of. 36.points or 42.4%.

A fall in prices reaching twice in short intervals.

.almost 50%. of the prevailing price-level obviously caused such

changes and distortions that. State intervention was inevitable,

‚ ‚The. Financial and foreign exchange difficulties after

1931 enhanced this. detrimental tendency of. prices. . The cessa-

tion of capital imports, the repayuent of foreign credits and

difficulties of exports.had a deflationary effect on. the al-.

ready declining price-level,. The falling of the prices of cur

export commodities contributed to the worsening of the terms of

trade (export Prices. at frontier divided by. import prices at

frontier).

- 4928 .1929 1930: 1931 .1932 1933
mb en
  

Terms of Trade ai لبو 78 - 102.8 101.6 90.0. 92.0. 87.0
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To improve the ‘exchange’ rate of: exports, the introduc-

tion of devaluation could nót be considered, owing to the economic

and especially the credit structure ofthe country, and in view

of the consequences of the unfortunate experiments: during post-

war inflation. The restoration of the equilibrium óf the inter-

nal price-level was, therefore, sought by othermeans. Industrial

prices were lowered as far as possible by a price supervision by

the State, and the prices of agriculture were raised by various

subsidies. ‘In addition; the provision’ of raw materials caused

considerable difficulties: These dircumstances ledto a compli-

cated syste: of controlled foreign trade, which, whilst safeguard-

ing the economic interests of -the.country, gradually adjusted the

de facto depreciation of the pengo to the foreign'currencies in

 

which the international trade accounts of the country had to be

settled, so that from the end of 1935 the National Bank pays about

$05 premium on convertible exchanges, which corresponds to a de-

preciation of 33.3%.

During this transition period, export prices moved again

unfavourablyto the country, but the movement was not transmitted

fully to the home market , especially in industrial commodities,

‘since the relative size of the tariff protection increased in the

case of tariffs expressed, not in percentages, but in absolute num-

bers of gold currency units. International competitive prices be-

came only partly effectivé and the agrarian ‘scissor was in many

respects even increased by the growth oféartels which were trying

to protect invested capital. Though the cartel commission and the

price analysis commission exercised a steadying effect on prices,

the fall of inflexible.prices was far behind that of agricultural

prices, as is shown in the following table:-



= 15 -

1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933
———

  

JTnflexible. prices 104,4. 102,5 97.6 9745 97.9 93.4

Agrarian prices 122.4 107.0 R7.9: 78:8 76,9 50.9

Such unfavourable circumstances led to mass insolvency

of thealready over-indebted landed proprietors and farmers and

then to measures for the protection of their holdings. .This

legal protection was assuming a more and more social-political

character.

ENaaarises
for agrarian produceby meansof a premium, the ‘so-called

"Boletta" (wheat-ticket) ;system, This system, however, came ine

to existence too late and the premium could not be high enough

to compensate for the production advantages enjoyed by wheat-

producing oversea countries, advantages which exist despite high-

er. transport costs. The Boletta premium was added to the consu-

mers!. prices, as it was. superimposed on the turncver-tax on flour

The consequence was that though the corn prices fell, the flour

prices, decreased: in a comparatively small measure.

Wheat price . - Flourprice

as an index

 

————]—[]

13868 © 100.0 ‘100.0

1927 et aa ET ES

1928 98,0 | ض 4 85.0

aneAHR Mais

1930 uu 63.0 | WL

Ps à ST uo

tone: ET 1807 658

155 EA gaa ويم

This tax, in addition to other consumption and turn-

"over taxes, made living expenses more burdensome and included cer
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tain secondary elements in the formation of prices, which in-

creased the .production costs of industries and thus their selling

prices. It thereby had exactly the opposite effect from that or-

iginally intended. ‘The raising of the turnover and consumption

taxes in this period was renderednecessary by the budget which

could not be balanced in consequence of the rapid decline of direct

tax returns.

"The Hungarianprice-level was finally divided,so to
 

  

speak, into two sections:- theprices of exportgoodswhich fol-
 

" lowed .the fall .in World market: prices, and the prices of home mar-
   

ketgoods. especially the industrial products which were maintain-
 

 

ed on a relativelyHigher level under tariffprotection by an in-
 

dustry working to meet home: requirements. The maintenance and even
 

raising of industrial: prices was stimulated by thé system of ex-

. change restrictions, introduced after 1931, which weighed heavily

on raw materials and semi-manufactured goods. The favourable in-

dustrial price-scissors of: pre-wár days (in 1913:127.8; or even

the 1926 position = 100, 1933:74.5) could not be regained, and the

wide agrarian scissors governed the items of national income and
A ~

rendered a rise in the standard of living more difficult,

Nevertheless, the slump had induced a certain rational-
>

isation of production both in industry and agriculture. Unfortu-
+

nately, however, in the present economic situation, production
r

costs of agriculture could hardly be reduced without a decline in

the standard of living of the Garanin population. Apart from cer-

tain adjustments and changes, ten took place especially in the

production of export goods, there was neither time nor capital avail

able to switch over on a large scale to new from old production

methods. Industry, on the other hand, was able to carry out impor~



tant reductions in production costs. As a result of this certain

industrial prices fell in spite of the tariff protection. (Fig,

VI.). This was promoted by the decline in raw material prices,

and was the only means to raise the declining consumption, and

to make use of the capacities of domestic industry.

1933-1936

Beginning with 1933, signs of price recovery were

noticeable also in Hungary, chiefly as a result of external
- +

A

causes. . After the so-called Boletta systemhad been abolished,

+the Government guaranteed certain minimum prices for cereals to

a 3the producers, butthe application of the new system of price

N 0stabilisation was superseded by the rise in price

VI. vt

Nholesale prices
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The Rome Protocol provided for the sale of Hungarian

products, especially of corn, at higher prices.: The general rise

in prices was assisted by the slow disappearance of stocks of pro-

ducers goods that had accumulated in years of over-production, by

the Tangwal of worn-out installations and by the growing demand

in various countries for materials necessary for rearmament pur-

poses. Naturally, the revival Britrary itself first of all in

elastic prices. (Fig. VII.). However, as a result of the firm-

ness of. raw material prices. and the trend in industrial costs, the

Prices of industrial products also showed a rising tendency, where-

by a substantial improvement in the agrarian scissors continued

Vil,
Hungary,

Wholesale prices
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Yoox ible prices,تملا

„<. Bree Prices,



to be hindered. On the other hand, certain cartel prices remain-

ed unchanged and this meant some advantage to agriculture during

the general rise in prices.

In the meantime, withthe application of the exchange

rremium policy, an almost complete adjustment of the exchange

parities was practicallyachieved, at least between the pound

sterling and the pengo. (Fig. VIII., 1154 12.810 ل

te ILE! ض
Hungary.
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memmen. Prices deteymined by home market cond,
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The general scope of the movement of prices (see whole-

sale general index and agrarian prices, Fig. X.), reflects the

fluctuation of agrarian production. This ís obviously of inter-
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nal origin and is due to the economic-geographical position of

Hungary. Since the movement of Hungarian prices depends decis-

ively upon the agrarian prises, the volume of agricultural pro=

duction nearly always inversely reflected the price of fluctua-

tions. (See Fig. IV.). The sensitiveness of the internal free

prices and agrarian prices resulta from the flexible connection.

between the production and thé ‘supply price. This samiidenesd

is increased by the export difficulties. nveeUn agri-

culture is practically unchangeableunder given surrly conditions.

Therefore, the volumedetermines the moment of prices with res-

pect to shorter sidotuatiarie.: Inview of the fact that Rartha

tural price indices are onlyin part determined by the prices of

world market goods, such as wheat and maize, the particular sup-

ply and demand conditions of other agricultural produce, such as

cattle, poultry and dairy produce, seem to have been also unfav-

ourable.

In industry, the stress is on the price sustained by

tariff protection, consequently, its calculation is more active

than that of agriculture.’ This fact is borne out by the more

or less ‘parallel change of prices between industrial produetion

and prices of industrial products, (Pigs Xi.iy ENT. |

From the point of view of price flexibility, the steady

character of the prices of consumers goods and of living abuts are

of interest. (Fig, XII. se This figure SOLEnts also to a certes

extent he exploitaticn ot the Inelastic demandne.

Obviously, we must not leave out of consideration that the effec-

tive reason for the. Reta character of retail Pricey is due toa

considerable extent to the fixed nature of the business changes

and distribution eosts ', expecially the increasing burdens of taxes
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x) Business parcin is calculated from the prices of wholesale
and retail commodities, chosen directly for this. purpose.



The gradual diminution of the dispersion .of prices

(Fig. XIII.) shows the reversal of the price depression, and ime

plies the trend of price formation, approachingan equilibrium
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of ‘income distribution, but it does not indicate a substantial

closing of the agrarian scissors; it appears that the production

supericrity of the ‘oversea agricultural countries again influ-

ences unfavourably the price situation. Some favourable pros-

pects are offered by the relative fall of certain industrial
a

produots, which means the disruption of the hitherto somewhat

rigidly maintained industrial price-level and also the streng-
„5

. thening of theseindultrios through the"EEentr of their
4

productivity. This is ‘worthy of note, even ee is due only to



a decrease in capital charges.

To have a correct view of prices, it must be borne in

mind that the agrarian scissors have been calculated on the basis

of Budapest price quotations, whilst it would be more correct

from the point of view of income distribution to take into con-

sideration the quotient of the agrarian prices at "agrarian pro=-

ducer" and the industrial prices "o.i.f. agrarian producer,"

This would throw a clearer light upon the distribution of in-

comeof the agrarian population. Unfortunately, the calculation

Of such an exchange ratio would necessitate the collection of a

large number of figures and though this is in progress, it will

Still take some time - in view of its complicated nature + so

that for the present we have had to base our calculation on cer-

tain approximative figures. On the basis of such figures, the

agrarian scissors would have an even more unfavourable opening

than that calculated on the Budapest prices, and this indicates

that the economic situation of the agrarian population is even

worse than that which we had ascertained from our present price

indices.
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